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ABSTRACT
Speech Recognition Systems now-a-days use many interdisciplinary technologies ranging from Pattern Recognition,
Signal Processing, Natural Language Processing implementing to unified statistical framework. Such systems find a
wide area of applications in areas like signal processing problems and many more. The objective of this paper is to
present the concepts about Speech Recognition Systems starting from the evolution to the advancements that have
now been adapted to the Speech Recognition Systems to make them more robust and accurate. This paper has the
detailed study of the mechanism, the challenges and the tools to overcome those challenges with a concluding note
that would ensure that with the advancements of the technologies, this world is surely going to experience
revolutionary changes in the near future.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Human beings come in this world with their innate abilities to learn
different things. Suppose the human beings have to interact with each
other by writing messages to them, it would be a real pain. And that is how
the human beings interact with computers, what if they could just talk with
them to make things done, it would be so much easier if the computers can
understand what human beings are saying and for that the human beings
need a really good Speech Recognition Systems.
Speech Recognition is a technology with the help of which a machine can
acknowledge the spoken words and phrases, which can further be used to
generate text. Speech Recognition System works using techniques
popularly termed as acoustic modeling and language modeling. Acoustic
modeling represents statistical relationship between the linguistic
segments of audio signals and phonemes, on the other hand language
modeling represents probability distribution of word segments in a given
word sequence [1].
Performance of the machines capable of implementing Speech
Recognition technology is evaluated using two parameters:
• Accuracy (percentage error in converting spoken words and phrases
into text)
• Speed (the extent to which the machine can keep up the pace with a
human speaker)
Speech Recognition system is something that has been dreamt about and
worked for decades. A variety of software products are available that allow
users to dictate their systems and get words and phrases converted to text

in a word processing document. Human beings are now able to access
function commands, such as opening files, accessing menus, etc. with their
voice instructions.
Speech Recognition Systems have now helped many disabled people, who
at times are not able to write and have now adopted speech recognition
systems. So now people can just speak certain words to get what they need
and the system that makes this possible is a kind of speech recognition
script implementing speech recognition technology.
2. EVOLUTION OF SPEECH RECOGNITION SYSTEMS
In 1784, a scholar created the first Acoustic Mechanical Speech Machine in
Vienna. After that in 1879 Thomas Edison invented the first dictation
machine. Continuing with the chain, the next speech recognition system
was developed at Bell Laboratories in 1952, capable of recognizing spoken
digits with 90% accuracy, but it could only recognize numbers spoken by
its inventor. In 1970 a scholar came out with a Harpy System, which was
able to recognize over 1000 words and could recognize different
pronunciations and some phrases [2,3]. Speech Recognition continued in
80s with the introduction of Hidden Markov Model, which used a more
mathematical approach of analyzing sound waves and led to many of the
breakthroughs.
Soon with the invention of Hidden Markov Model in 80s IBM Tangora, in
1986 used the Hidden Markov Model which was able to predict the
upcoming phonemes in speech. In 2006, The NSA (National Security
Agency) started using speech recognition systems to segment keywords in
recorded speech.
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Then there arrived a boom of speech recognition technology when the
world’s top IT companies comprising of Facebook, Google, Amazon,
Microsoft and Apple started offering this functionality in various devices
through services like Google Home, Amazon Echo, Apple Siri and many
more [4]. The goal of these top tech companies is to make voice assistants
response and reply with more accuracy.
3. MECHANISM OF SPEECH RECOGNITION SYSTEMS IN DISTRIBUTED
REALTIME
When human beings speak, it leads to creation of vibrations in air. To
convert speech to an on-screen text, a computer has to pass through
several complex steps. In the process of speech conversion the query from
the client extracts a sufficient number of vectors in the form of acoustic
speech vectors representing utterances via communication channel [5].
The system then filters the digitized sound to remove unwanted signals
and noise and sometimes to separate it into different bands of frequency.
The filtered signals are then normalized and adjusted to a constant volume
level so that they can be easily divided into small segments as short as
hundredths of a second, or even thousandths in case of occlusive
consonant sounds. The sounds are then sent to the server, and using
Hidden Markov Model, grammars, dictionaries the signals are decoded
into text using Natural Language Processor and Database Processor, in this
the optimized SQL (Structured Query Language) statements perform full
text search in the database. Further processing is performed on the
searched statements to get a single stored question to which answers are
taken via file path and sent to the client in the compressed form. Reaching
the client side, the answer to the user’s query is now conveyed to the user
using a text to speech engine in his or her native language. The whole
architecture of the above describes process through HMM model is given
in figure 1.

are far better at things like language understanding. To support this,
developers and researchers have now moved to neural networks that
work better than this existing technology basically just a table look up. The
brain has several billion of neurons working in parallel and all of the
knowledge in the brain is the result of the connection among neurons in
the brain. In the same way, a neural network is developed to work the
same way as our brain is working [7]. With the advent of neural network
technology, they recognize the feature on their own, they can learn the
features, then they can learn features of features and then they can learn
features of features of features. And that has led to huge improvements in
speech recognition systems.
5. COMPARISON BETWEEN DYNAMIC TYPE WARPING ALGORITHM
AND HIDDEN MARKOV MODEL
Since the era of evolution of speech recognition systems many different
approaches have been adapted to implement speech recognition
technology in machines and systems, out of which DTW (Dynamic Type
Warping) Algorithm and HMM (Hidden Markov Model) have been the
center of attraction for all time. The comparison between DTW and HMM
given in table 1 is based on [8].
Table 1: Comparison of DTW and HMM
DTW
Dynamic Type Warping is an
algorithm used for pattern matching
between the two signals that may
vary in speed and time.

HMM
Hidden Markov Model is a
model which is used to study
hidden or unobserved states.

DTW has been applied to temporal
sequence of audio, video and graphic
data.

HMM provide a framework
for
modeling
using
mathematical computations.

DTW is widely used in areas of
speaker recognition and online
signature recognition and partially
used in shape matching application.

HMM is widely used in areas
of
speech
conversion,
gestures and tagging of POS
(Part of Speech ).

DTW algorithm has proved helpful in
coping up with different speeds in
automatic
speech
recognition
systems.

HMM provides an estimate
(via probability score) of the
given sequence matching
with the string of phonemes.

6. CHALLENGES WITH SPEECH RECOGNITION SYSTEMS

Figure 1: Speech Recognition in mechanism using HMM model
4. ADVANCEMENTS ADAPTED IN SPEECH RECOGNITION SYSTEMS
Speech Recognition Systems today are good at transcribing what human
beings say; they can talk about travels, they can talk about their contacts,
and the list is endless. Technology has made tremendous improvements
very quickly. Years, ago one needs to be an engineer to interact with
computers but today everybody can interact. One thing, that is still at
infancy is the understanding, for that the current generation needs a far
more sophisticated language understanding models that understands
what the sentence means. Advancements have been adapted to catch up
the fast-moving pace by using IEA (Interactive Electronic Agent) that
provides a prompt to the user during the said interactive speech based
sessions accompanied with suggestions and queries [6].
Moreover, Interactive Electronic Agent provides a confirmation
confirming the substance of the said NLP (Natural Language Processing).
Continuing with the confirmation, these agents provide the said response
to the user from the Natural Language Engine and Database Processor.
At present, the human brain and the learning algorithms at human brain

Speech is an essential mode of communication with computers as well as
human beings. Speech Recognition has a wide range of applicability in the
domain of computer science, medical science, etc. Developing a real time
speech recognizer may get effected from adverse environment to anatomy
of human body, involving human aspects too. Some of the key challenges
faced with Speech Recognition Systems are discussed below [9].
6.1 Noisy Environment
Studies have proven that the drawback affecting most of the Speech
Recognition Systems is the environmental noise and its adverse effect on
systems performance. It is a challenge for these systems to extract feature
during conversion of speech to the on-screen text.
6.2 Intensive Use of Computer Power
Running the statistical models needed for speech recognition requires the
computer’s processor to perform a lot of heavy work. One of the reasons
for this is the necessity to remember each stage of the word recognition
search, in case the system needs to backtrack to come up with the right
word.
6.3 Accent
The speaking accent differs according to the social and personal situations
(e.g., physiological and cultural aspects). Indeed, compared to native
speech recognition, performance degrades when recognizing accented
speech and non-native speech. Studies have shown that the human vary in
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accent while speaking to parents and when speaking to friends.
6.4 Speed of Speech
The speech recognition systems find difficulty separating segments of
continuous speedy speech signals. The speed of speech while speaking
may vary and depend upon situations and physical stress. The pace of
speaking may affect in pronunciation through phoneme reduction, time
expansions and compressions.
6.5 Recognition of Punctuation Marks
It has been observed that while conversion of speech to on screen text the
punctuation marks are not recognized as they are, instead proper words
are recognized. Many different strategies are made to overcome this
challenge involving the speed dictating these punctuation marks, and so
on. But the better solution is yet to come.
6.6 Homophones
Homophones are the words that have different meanings but sounds same
when pronounced (e.g., “There” and “Their”, “Be” and “Bee”). In Speech
Recognition Systems, it is very difficult at the word level to recognize
which one is the correct intended word. The current observations show
that, the Speech Recognition Systems on an average achieve 94 to 99
percent accuracy due to different accents.
7. TOOLS TO OVERCOME CHALLENGES FACED WITH SPEECH
RECOGNITION SYSTEMS
A number of noise reduction techniques have been engineered to
extenuate the effect of noise on systems performance and often require
the estimate of noise statistics. One technique that has been engineered is
to design a database that may be used for the evaluation of feature
extraction at the front end using a defined a Hidden Markov Model
employed at backend.

actually lead to the emergence of developing Speech Recognition Systems,
continuing with how the mechanism of conversion of speech takes place
in distributed real-time systems. This paper reviews the advances that
have taken place after the development of traditional Speech Recognition
Systems, also this paper briefly makes a quick comparison between the
algorithms and the models that were and now are being used to implement
these Speech Recognition Systems. Many tools and framework have been
developed to overcome the challenges with Speech Recognition Systems
like Voice Activity Detector, AURORA framework, etc. Technological
advances in computation has led the technology of Speech Recognition
reach the state where situations are far better as they were used to be
years back and definitely in the coming few years the world is about to
experience much better language understanding by the machines.
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